Exo
By Fonda Lee
YA LEE
A routine search and seizure
goes bad when Donovan Reyes,
a member of the security forces,
finds himself captive of a human
revolutionary group.
A Wrinkle in Time
By Madeleine L’Engle
YA L’ENGLE (also +)
Meg Murry and her friends
become involved with unearthly
strangers and a search for Meg's
father, who has disappeared
while engaged in secret work for
the government.
Cinder
By Marissa Meyer
YA MEYER
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and
cyborg, becomes involved with
handsome Prince Kai and must
uncover secrets about her past
in order to protect the world in
this futuristic take on the
Cinderella story.
Starglass
By Phoebe North
YA NORTH
Terra lives in a city within a
spaceship that left Earth five
hundred years ago seeking
refuge, but as they finally
approach the chosen planet, she
is drawn into a secret rebellion.
Nyxia
By Scott Reintgen
YA REINTGEN
Emmett accepts an interstellar
space contract but learns en
route that to win the promised
fortune he and nine other
recruits face a brutal
competition, putting their very
humanity at risk.

Across the Universe
By Beth Revis
YA REVIS
Teenaged Amy, a cryogenically
frozen passenger on the
spaceship Godspeed, wakes up
to discover that someone may
have tried to murder her.
Carve the Mark
By Veronica Roth
YA ROTH
Living on a violent planet where
everyone develops a unique
power meant to shape the future,
Akos and Cyra, youths from
enemy nations, resent gifts that
render them vulnerable to others'
control before they become
unlikely survival partners.
Zodiac
By Romina Russell
YA RUSSELL
After a violent blast in space,
Rhoma must convince twelve
worlds to unite as one Zodiac
against Ophiuchus, the exiled
thirteenth Guardian of Zodiac
legend, who has returned to
exact his revenge.
Glow
By Amy Kathleen Ryan
YA RYAN
Waverly is expected to marry
young and have children to
populate a new planet, but a
violent betrayal by the dogmatic
leader of their sister ship could
have devastating consequences.
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Zenith
By Sasha Alsberg & Lindsay
Cummings
YA ALSBERG
Most know Androma as the
Bloody Baroness, a mercenary
whose reign stretches across the
Mirabel Galaxy. To those aboard
her glass starship she’s just Andi,
their friend and fearless leader.
Feed
By M. T. Anderson
YA ANDERSON
In a future where people have
computer implants in their heads
to control their environment, a
boy meets an unusual girl who is
in serious trouble.
Avalon
By Mindee Arnett
YA ARNETT
Jeth, the leader of a ragtag team
of teenage mercenaries, skirts
the line between honor and the
law in an attempt to win freedom
for his sister and himself in the
form of their parents' old
spaceship, the Avalon.
Empress of a Thousand Skies
By Rhoda Belleza
YA BELLEZA
Determined to reclaim her crown
and exact revenge for the deaths
of her parents, Crown Princess
Rhiannon narrowly escapes an
assassination attempt and finds
herself on the run in outer space.

The Last Girl on Earth
By Alexandra Blogier
YA BLOGIER
Li is the only human left after
aliens take over the planet, but
she learns to stay alive, with the
help of her human-sympathizing
father, by assimilating to
society.

Black Hole Sun
By David Macinnis Gill
YA GILL
On the planet Mars, Durango
and his crew of mercenaries are
hired by the settlers of a mining
community to protect their most
valuable resource from a feral
band of marauders.

Honor Among Thieves
By Rachel Caine
YA CAINE
Petty criminal Zara Cole is
recruited into the Honors, an
elite team of humans chosen by
the Leviathan to explore the
outer reaches of the universe.

172 Hours on the Moon
By Johan Harstad
YA HARSTAD
In 2019, teens Mia, Antoine, and
Midori are selected by lottery to
join experienced astronauts on a
NASA mission to the once topsecret moon base, DARLAH 2.

Tin Star
By Cecil Castellucci
YA CASTELLUCCI
Beaten and left for dead, Tula
Bane finds herself abandoned
on a space station called
Yertina Feray after traveling
with the colonist group, Children
of the Earth.

The Loneliest Girl in the Universe
By Lauren James
YA JAMES
Stranded on a spaceship
speeding away from Earth, Romy
is euphoric when she gets word
that she will soon be joined by
another ship, but as the Eternity
gets closer, Romy begins to
suspect that the captain has a
mission all of their own.

Waste of Space
By Gina Damico
YA DAMICO
Cram ten hormonal teens into a
spaceship and blast off: that's
the premise for the ill-conceived
reality show Waste of Space.
The kids who are cast know
everything about drama, and
nothing about the fact that the
production is fake.
Interworld
By Neil Gaiman
YA GAIMAN
It has been two years since
Joseph Harker first Walked
between dimensions. Now,
injured, he has returned to his
own dimension, bringing danger
with him.

Ahsoka
By E. K. Johnston
YA JOHNSTON
Follows the adventures
of Ahsoka Tano after she leaves
the Jedi Order to forge her own
path, leading her right to the
Rebel Alliance.
Dare Mighty Things
By Heather Kaczynski
YA KACZYNSKI
Cassandra Gupta's entire life
has been leading up to the
opportunity to travel to space.
But to secure a spot on this
classified mission, she must first
compete against the best and
brightest people on the planet.

Illuminae
By Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff
YA KAUFMAN
The planet Kerenza is attacked,
and Kady and Ezra find
themselves on a space fleet
fleeing the enemy, while their
ship's artificial intelligence
system and a deadly plague
may be the end of them all.
These Broken Stars
By Amie Kaufman & Megan
Spooner
YA KAUFMAN
Two star-crossed lovers must
fight for survival when they
crash land on a seemingly
uninhabited planet.
What Goes Up
By Katie Kennedy
YA KENNEDY
Rosa and Eddie, trainees in a
top-secret space exploration
and research program, must
thwart the aliens' Earthdestroying mission by stealing
their spacecraft.
The Diabolic
By S. J. Kincaid
YA KINCAID
Nemesis is a Diabolic, a
humanoid teenager and the
galaxy's most deadly weapon,
who masquerades as a
senator's daughter, and
becomes a hostage of the
galactic court.
Satellite
By Nick Lake
YA LAKE
Leo and the twins Orion and
Libra were born and raised on
Moon 2 by teams of astronauts
and must now endure the
dangerous trip to Earth, where
they will live.

